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The American Morris Newsletter

Amerlcan lAo"ls Newsletter is published three times a year in March/April,

A SHORT NOTE FROM SALLY AND LOUISE

July/August, and November/December. Supplements include the Annua/ Directory of Morris
Sides in North America and the AMN Reprint Series. Subscription rates are $10.00/year or

We are looking forward to this new adventure in our lives - getting to

$17.00Itwo-year subscription for an individual, or a bulk rate of $8.50/year each for a

better know Morris teams the world round, and continuing this fine vehicle for

minimum of six copies mailed to the same address. Overseas subscribers add $4 .00. All

people interested in English ritual -dance traditions.

checks should be in USA currency, made payable to, and mailed to: American Morris
News/eNer, clo Sally lackman, 10408 Inwood Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20902-3846;

301/649-7144 .
Editors of the Newsletter are Sally Lackman and Louise A. Neu. Curt Harpold is
the Executive Computer Guru. Team News will be coordinated by Martha Hayes. Publishing

We want to thank Jim

Brickwedde, Kay Lara Schoenwetter, Steve Parker, and Lori Levin for their vision
and hard work over the last twelve years.
The newsletter will remain in the same format for now, with articles on
current events and history relevant to English ritual-dance traditions in North

faciitator is Stan Fowler. Regional Editors include John Dexter (NY), Ailsa Coffman (CA),

America. Team News and Announcements will still be an important component of

John Mayberry (ON), Adam Moskowitz (MA), Jocelyn Reynolds (CA), and Ken Smith (WA).

each edition. We will continue working with the regional editors and artists who

Cover redesign in 1992 by Lisa Friedlander of Minneapolis built on the original designs of

have already contributed so much to this publication.

Barbara Prentice-O'Rourke of Bampton, England.

We feel strongly that this is a community publication and cannot succeed
without contributions from you, our faithful readers. Let us hear from you. Are
there topics you would like discussed or researched? Are there behaviors in the

ADVERTISING: The rear cover is reserved for nonprofit organizations supplying
services and materials to the Morris- dance community.

Announcements regarding

workshops, dance events, and so forth, are printed as a courtesy to the Morris community.
COMMERCIAL rates are $40.00 (USA) full page; $25.00 (USA) half-page; $15.00 (USA)
quarter-page.

community that fascinate or distress you that need to be duly noted?

suggestions we've received so far include: Ask Morris Manners; Morris-related
word games; The Kit Column; issues devoted to ale organization; recruiting the
next generation; health tips for aging dancers; singular or multiple musicians; and
an Ale Calendar.

BACK ISSUES: Back issues of selected News/eNeTS are available for $1 .00 a copy
(postage included). Volumes 1 through 6 are only available as a photocopied bound book
for $17.00 (postage included unless overseas, where charge is per destination).

Some

We are available by contacting:

Sally Lackman
10408 Inwood Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20902
301/649-7144

(Louise can be reached at 3011270-4328)
or through the Internet at amn@dance.beartrack.com
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The Thaxted Ring Meeting, 1993

The American Morris Newsletter

Elaine Bradtke

It all started with a generous invitation by "Swami Anahata" of the Angel
Morris Men of Islington (London). Would we like to accompany him and his
significant other as "groupies" to the Thaxted meeting of the Morris Ring? Being
female, this was the closest I'd ever get to a real invitation to a Ring meeting, so
off we went. The plan was to follow tour "B" which came closest to London. The
"B" tour, lead by a couple of the Thaxted men, consisted of Peterborough Morris
Men, London Pride, and Ihe Bouwerie Boys (of New York City). Finding this lasl
group on our tour was especially ironic, since my spouse used to dance with the
other New York City men's team (Greenwich) and after six months of living in
Manhattan, I never saw them (Bouwerie Boys) dance. The first stop was in front
of a rather unpicturesque pub on a busy road in Buntingford. The weather, very
unEnglish glaring sunlight, took most of the Bouwerie Boys by surprise. They had
spenl the past week camping in the rain. I was curious about the status of their
main musician, a woman, who, though she was in her whites, wasn't playing for
them. I was told by team member Michael Gorin that the Ring as an organization
still refuses to accept women and it was difficult to even get her a seat on the bus.
Many English Morris tours use Greyhound-like buses, this helps to keep the tour
together and eliminates arguments over who is the designated driver (groupies like
us follow in a small convoy of private cars). The Bouwerie Boys had no lack of
music however, at one stop they danced to three fiddle players! After one dance
by each of the teams it was time for Bonny Green Garters and back on the bus.
The second stop was a slightly pleasanter spot (another pub) in
Harestreet with a gravel parking lot. The Bouwerie Boys (with their athletic version
of Sherborne) decided to spare the audience and musicians the thrill of ducking
flying gravel and instead took to dancing in the street. A very observant person
might have noticed that the young lady in white on the sidelines was discretely
beating her drum while they danced. The other teams danced in the street as well.
The Thaxted men in their reddish-orange waistcoats managed the traffic flow, and
were kept well lubricated for their efforts.
For the third stop we found ourselves in the lovely village of Braughing,
complete with pastel-colored thatched roofed cottages. More dancing in the street,
with less traffic this time. After asking the various leaders of the teams on the tour,
who said they didn't mind if she played, the Bouwerie Boys were happily dancing
to the sound of the pipe and tabour once again. Lunch in the pub and a lively
(though too short) jam session, and it was on the road again.
This next stop was a village lete. As in most villages there wasn't much
room for parking, let alone buses, so more time was spent trying to get to the
venue than actually dancing. Our travelling companions went to look for the
portable toilets and missed the entire performance! The dancers were squeezed
into what looked like a driveway and most of the crowd seemed more interested
in the ice cream stand and the booth where one could pelt the Vicar with wet
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sponges (for a price). We had to move on because tour "C" was hot on our trail,
and there just wasn't room for both buses in the narrow lane.
After extricating ourselves from the traffic jam, we headed off to Saffron
Waldon, a fair-sized town with a maze in the park (in addition to the maze of one
way streets in the town center). There was a short Winster processional (downhill)
to the market place. By this time it had gotten rath er hot and the dancers began
to look a little flushed and tired, though they did attract a good crowd. They were
aided by a couple of renegade fools who were traveling without their respective
teams. These fellows did a fine job of announcing, keeping small children out from
underfoot, and bagging.
Then it was time for a break. The dancers climbed onto the coach, which
whisked them away to Thaxted where they danced some more, had their "feast,"
and otherwise prepared for the evening performance in the town center. As for us,
we had a cup of tea, drove to a farmhouse where we had a short rest and dinner,
and then headed into Thaxted for the festivities.
We found a good spot near the guild hall which was the center of the
evening's activities. Things got off to a strange start with an emergency vehicle
tearing through town with its lights flashing (there had been a road block near the
military installation outside Thaxted, so something besides Morris dancing was
afoot that night). Many of the dancers were still suffering the after effects of the
feast and weren't up to dancing just yet, so Silurian had the honors of starting off
the show with several of their Border dances. They were minus their tuba player
and a few other band members, so the dancers outnumbered the musicians on this
occasion. Silurian stands out in the crowd with their black face, tail coats, and
black bowlers, looking more like Victorian chimney sweeps than members of the
Morris Ring. Despite their fierce appearance, they're quite friendly under all that
war paint, as could be seen by the dark smudges on many a woman's face in the
crowd. Another group that stood out were the Horwich Prize Medal Dancers who
made a wonderful racket in their iron-tipped clogs.
The dancing of the Cotswold teams, which make up most of the Morris
Ring, was unremarkable. There were some interesting variants of Fieldtown
dances and some of the teams were crisp and musical in their dancing, but there
was a lot of sloppy dancing and a couple of really amazing beer bellys. However,
the dancers and the audience enjoyed themselves immensely, and that counts for
something.
The grand finale of the evening was a performance of the Abbots Bromley
Horn Dance by the Thaxted men, to the accompaniment of a lone fiddle player.
Before they began, the announcer demanded absolute quite from the crowd. It
was rather eerie having hordes of people waiting in silent anticipation. A theatrical
air of mystery surrounded the dancers as they came along the lamplit street, did
their dance, and faded off into the night. They didn't clash their antlers and their
boy archer was sporting grey hair, but otherwise it was pretty much as I expected.
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Then, it was off under the light of a nearly-full moon to search for a pub with a jam
session.
The next morning was the procession to the church along the same street
as the dancing the night before. There was a noticeable reduction in numbers with
both the Bouwerie Boys and Silurian being represented by only a couple of stray
members. The procession was led by two fools and cavorting along the edge were
a few hobby animals. The musicians played a sprightly tune, and everyone walked
uphill to the church. Everyone except the Horwich Prize Medal Dancers, who,
along with their own band, clattered up the street in true Northwest style. Bringing
up the rear were the Vicar and a couple of other clergymen, complete with incense
and ecclesiastical robes.
The church was about half full of Morris dancers with civilians making up
the rest of the congregation. The vicar's sermon beganl with the tale of one of his
predecessors who was violently removed from the church because of his
puritanical views on dancing, drinking, and music. He then went on to say that
some things from the past were worth holding onto, Morris dancing and religion,
for instance. The dancers were dutifully solemn, removing their hats, singing the
hymns (including the hobby horse), and refraining from jingling their bells in the
pews. There was an offertory dance (Lichfield Vandals) and the singing of semi
religious words to the tune of The Rose (Fieldtown). Quite a few of us who were
beginning to choke on the never-ending stream of incense made a beeline for the
nearest exit once communion commenced.
After church, there was more dancing In the churchyard, with Silurian
stealing the show (they were rested up, having not gone to churCh). There was
a d.elightful performance of a corner-crossing dance with one of the local
constabulary (female) smack in the middle of it. She enjoyed it thoroughly as they
danced around her and ended with a caper and shout in the middle. Then they
said they WOUldn't let her out until she gave each one of them a kiss. She obliged
goodnaturedly, but then a number of other dancers in the crowd decided to line up
for a kiss too! She was visibly relieved when the squire came to her rescue and
told the interlopers to push off.
The Morris dancers broke for lunch and we· decided to start the drivel back
to London, thinking we had seen the last of them. We stopped for lunch at a quiet
pub, well off the beaten track. As we were enjoying the beer garden, savoring the
tranquil' sound of water splashing in the fountain, In trooped a Morris teaml We
made rude comments about bloody Morris dancers disturbing the peace with
tongues placed firmly in our cheeks. They turned out to be a Ring side on their
way home from Thaxted who also stopped for refreshment and were asked to
dance by the publican. What a life, you can't even stop for a beer without your
fans clamoring for a dance!
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In February-April, 1992, I mailed or hand-delivered 72 questionnaires to
representatives of North American groups identified as performing long sword
(including the Papa Stour dance) or rapper dances. They were identified and
located through the American Morris Newsletter's 1991 and 1992 "directories of
Morris sides,· the CDSS's group directories, an open letter to the Morris Dancing
e-mail discussion group maintained at Syracuse University, and personal contact
at the 1992 Half Moon Sword Ale in New York City. Included were only groups
that stated, in one of these sources or by their participation in the Half Moon Ale,
that they performed sword dances. I did not try to survey all Morris and related
dance groups in North America to find others that performed sword dances as well.
This was never, therefore, intended to be a comprehensive survey.
In May, 1993, I did some follow-up, through the e-mail discussion group,
and using the Newsletter'S 1993 directory. 'I sent out surveys to ten additional
teams, and to eight teams that I had attempted to survey in 1992 (six of these
eight had not responded, and two had responded but were just getting started as
teams, so it seemed worthwhile to re-survey them) . This follow-up turned up the
news that several groups from the 1992 round that had not responded, either had
given up sword dancing some time before, or had gone belly-up completely. Thus,
in February-April, 1992, and May, 1993, I sent out 90 surveys to representatives
of 82 groups. The response so far has been encouraging; I have information on
61 of the 82 groups, or 74.4%. However, in a number of these cases the
responses were merely, "defunct," "inactive," or "gave up sword dancing." There
have been 49 more useful responses, with representatives from teams which now
perform sword dances filling' out the surveys. This report will summarize the
responses, in particular with respect to : geography, team type (men, women,
mixed, or joint), membership, performance types and specific dances performed,
and occasions for performance. I hope that it will be of interest, and will evoke
more responses and lively discussions.
1. Responses.
There were, in all, responses on 61 groups. Of these, 49 groups, which
now perform sword dances, responded by returning questionnaires; five groups
were "defunct" or "inactive" (either according to the group's representative, the
Directory, or another local informant); and seven were still in existence but no
longer doing sword dances, according to informants.
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Active Teams that Returned Questionnaires:

Active Teams that Returned Questionnaires:

U.S.:

Canada:

Emperor Norton's Imperial Fire Brigade and Hose Company #2 (CA)
Mayfield Morris and Sword (CA)
Mystic Garland Morris and Sword (CT)
New Haven Morris and Sword (CT)
Rose and Thom Morris (CT)
Foggy Bottom Morris (DC)
Old Castle Morris and Garland (KS)
Berea College Country Dancers (KY)
Fiddler's Reach Morris and Sword (ME)
Chesapeake Sword (MD)
Seneca Creek Sword (MD)
Banbury Cross Morris (MA)
Berkshire Morris (MA)
Black Jokers (MA) (2)
Orion Sword (MA)
Swift River Sword (MA)
That Long Tall Sword (MA)
Greenwood Morris and Sword (MI)
Hole-in-the-Bog Mummers and Morris Dancers (MI)
Asworded Nuts (MN) (3)
Individually Wrapped (MN)
Ritual Drama Team (MN)
Shortsword (MN)
Vorpal Sword (MN) (3)
Prairie Waves Morris (NE)
Griggstown Lock (NJ)
Greenwich Morris Men (NY)
Half Moon Sword (NY)
Hillside Morris and Sword (NY)
New World Sword (NY)
Ribbonsteel Rapper (NY)
Six-in-Hand Sword (NY)
Cutting Edge Sword Dancers (NC)
Olentangy Motley Morris and Sword (OH)
Rhythm in Shoes (OH)
Steely Band Rapper (PA)
Tenpenny Rapper Sword Dancers (TN)
Green Belt Rapper (TX)
Green Mountain Mummers (VT)
Marlboro Morris and Sword (VT)
Bluemont Morris (VA)
Ten Penny Bit (WA)
One Size Fits All Sword (WI)
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Island Thyme Morris (BC)
Tiddley Cove Morris and Sword (BC)
Village Green Morris Men (MB)
Forest City Morris and Sword (ON)
Malt Mill Morris (ON)
Thames Valley International (ON)

Other Responses of all Sorts:
Deer Creek Morris Men (CA) (don't sword dance)
Rocky Mountain Morris & Sword (CO) ("inactive,· according to the
1993 Directory)
Step Sisters (CT) ("defunct: according to a member)
Rappscallion (MA) ("defunct" --1993 Directory)
Wake Robin Morris (MA) (don't sword dance)
Ann Arbor Morris and Sword (MI) (don't sword dance)
Bells of the North (MN) (don't sword dance)
Minnesota Traditional Morris (MN) (don't sword dance)
Moonwood Morris (MN) ("inactive"-- e-mail informant)
Merrie Mac Morris (NH) (don't sword dance)
Albemarle Morris Men (VA) (don't sword dance)
Greenbush Flexible Sword Society (WI) ("inactive")
No doubt a number of teams that occasionally present sword dances, or
have just started doing so, were missed in the process, because they were not
listed as sword dancing groups in the sources used. The world of sword dancing
in North America seems a volatile one, with teams appearing and disappearing in
a brief period (though their names may live on in directories), or changing their
repertoires and personnel. In this respect, it is much like the world of Morris
dancing with which it is closely associated.
As an example of this volatility, in two cases, responses came from the
leaders of teams that were just being formed from scratch, and as yet were not
appearing in the directories (contact with them was made via e-mail). It is not
known how many teams included in the survey have since disbanded, or at least
given up sword dancing; how many new ones have been formed; and how many
existing non-sword teams may have performed sword dances for the first time. I
would be grateful if any such groups got in touch with me, for supplementary work
on this survey.
2. Geographical Distribution.
Grouped by region, the 49 active and responding teams were distributed
in this fashion:
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New England: 12
Mid-Atlantic (NY 10 VA): 12
Great Lakes (with MN and ON): 13
West Coast (with BC): 5
Others: 1 each in Kansas, Kentucky, Nebraska, North Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, and Manitoba.

While groups are spread across both the U.S. and Canada, the largest
concentrations (relatively speaking) can be found in the northeastern states of the
U.S. (New England, Mid- Atlantic from New York south 10 Virginia), the Great
Lakes states plus Minnesota, and the province of Ontario. West Coast teams are
spread from the San Francisco Bay area to British Columbia. The plains and
mountains states and provinces are sparsely represented, as is the southeastern
U.S. The New York, Minneapolis-SI. Paul, and Boston areas featured the largest
concentrations of teams, with five based in New York or its immediate suburbs, five
in the Twin Cities, and three around Boston.
3. Team Types and Membership.
Of the 49 active and responding teams, one was founded in 1938 (the
Berea College dancers), 14 in the 1970s, 27 in the 1980s, and eight in the 1990s.
But it must be noted that they did not all begin sword danCing right away. The
survey asked only when the team was founded. Eight of the teams are men only,
eight are women only, and 33 mixed (men and women dancing together) or joint
teams (men and women on the same team, but performing separately). On 45 of
these 49 teams, the responders stated that there were 492 active members, 219
men (44.5%) and 273 women (55.5%). These were the adult teams (though a few
children and teenagers were members). Among the adult teams, only a single
team consisted of members predominantly in their twenties. Age data for the adult
leams showed that members were heavily in their thirties (225, or 45.7%) or forties
(162, or 32.9%).(4) This agrees with informal observations by many people that
the community is creeping into middle age. However, few were over fifty years old
(40, or 8.1 %). There were relatively few young members of these adult teams; 13
under twenty years old (2.6%), and 52 in their twenties (10.6%).
Four additional teams were expressly identified as children's, or school
or college teams. These were Old Castle (high school students, 10 boys and nine
girls); the Berea College dancers (45 sludents, 16 boys and 29 girls, the majority
under twenty years old); Banbury Cross (a school team, with four boys and 10
girls); and Hillside ("more than 60" students, evenly divided between girls and
boys). In the case of Berea, only the boys dance rapper. The fact that sword
dances are being taught to children and older students in several parts of the
country gives some hope for the future. (At least one non-responding team is also
a student team, New Yorktown Sword from New York City, and respondents
referred to others that I was unable to survey, in New England and the Midwesl.)
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These age and sex data provide a picture that is in general agreement
with casual observation. That is, the sword dancing community is largely in its
thirties and forties (with more gray hair, bald spots, knee braces, and all else that
flesh is heir to); and there are more female than male teams and performers, with
mixed teams predominating.
These numbers should not be taken as precise. Some of the age data
are certainly approximate, or estimates, and no doubt there are outright errors,
when respondents filled out the survey forms without asking their teammates.
Individual dancers, like the teams, are volatile, and many teams experience
more-or-Iess constant tumover. There is probably some overlap in the responses,
as a few dancers and musicians perform with more than one group.
An interesting point is that it appears that a number of teams were
uncertain how to list their musicians, as members or not, and this led to some
inconsistencies. To use three sides from the greater New York City area as
examples: one women's team which uses a male musician did not list him in their
answers; another women's team included their male musician; a mixed group listed
all three regular musicians (two men and a woman, as it happens). And again, the
survey did not include teams that did not in some way formally identify themselves
as performing sword dances in a directory or other source. This means that
undoubtedly some teams were missed, that in fact perform, if rarely or on a casual
or on- demand basis. It seems unlikely that responses from other adult groups
would change the picture much; but there may well be children's teams or
programs that were missed.
A couple of points on team affiliations, and restrictions. Nine teams noted
association with CDSS or local affiliates. In terms of membership restrictions,
besides sex, some responders noted "by invitation," and one specifically mentioned
auditions. Five referred to height (all but one of those preferring shorter dancers),
and one to asthma, in a comment that was not clear. The four school or college
teams indicated school enrollment or age limits.
I also asked: "Do you have restrictions on dancing with other sides?
(E.g., men's teams that won't dance with women's.)" Everyone replied in the
negative, with a single exception. This was a men's team, which said, "No mixed
sides.· This question was included because it has been an issue in England,
though rarely in North America.
(According to Trevor Stone's survey of British long sword dancing in 1989,
there were only two women's and three mixed sides out of a total of more than 80.
I am not aware of any female sword dance teams on the European continent,
though there was some dancing by women in the Low Countries between the
world wars).
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4. Styles of Performance.
The survey asked about the "primary dance type," "secondary," and
"occasional." The replies often do not fit into neat categories. Many groups not
only do more than a single style (e.g., Cotswold Morris plus long sword), they
sometimes claim more than one "primary" style, and indeed four or five types in
all among the "primary," "secondary," and "occasional" categories.
Nineteen of the 49 active respondents indicated that Cotswold Morris was
their group's primary style; ten claimed long sword, or long sword with a mummers'
play (5); 11 stated that rapper was their primary type; one claimed both long sword
and rapper; and one can be termed "other sword," because it presents continental
as well as English styles. The other seven teams were more diverse. Two
indicated Cotswold and border Morris as their primary styles (in one case, divided
between two separate sex sides). One each said: northwest Morris and garland;
Cotswold and garland; Cotswold Morris, clogging, and rapper (separate sex sides);
Northwest and border Morris by separate sex sides; and one team is primarily a
stage performance group that does a variety of dances.
Groups have a wide range of options for secondary or occasional styles.
All 25 non-sword specialty teams (whether Cotswold, northwest, border, or
garland--this excludes the stage performance group) mentioned long sword or
rapper-- obviously, or they would not have appeared in this survey. Sut more of
these referred to long sword than to rapper as an occasional or secondary style;
15 of them mentioned long sword alone, four rapper alone, and six both long
sword and rapper. Perhaps this reflects a feeling that long sword is easier than
rapper, and less difficult to work up and maintain at a respectable level with
occasional rehearsals.
In a few mixed or joint teams, sex segregation asserted itself in sword
dancing. One mixed, primarily Cotswold Morris team had men doing rapper, and
women long sword; a joint team had women only doing rapper, and the men not
sword dancing; a youth team had only the boys dancing rapper, and the girls not
sword dancing.
Of the ten primarily long sword (or long sword plus mumming) teams,
eight listed no secondary or occasional style; one mentioned Arbeau's "Suffens·
and the Abbots Sromley hom dance; and one mentioned a Flemish staff-and- hoop
("trawantel") dance. Of the 11 rapper teams, nine mentioned no other styles, and
two cited long sword as a secondary type. The long sword plus rapper team
mentioned no additional styles.
It is noteworthy that long sword or rapper "primary" teams rarely cite other
styles as regular ones, while "Morris" teams of whatever type--whether Cotswold,
northwest, or border--seem to have more diverse repertoires. (This may be merely
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a result of the methods by which I chose teams to survey, however. There are
quite a few "Cotswold only· teams.) Nonetheless, I would suggest that this reflects
a feeling that sword dances, particularly rapper styles, are difficult and require a
great deal of time and practice, so that a team which wishes to specialize in them
must concentrate its effo rts.
A number of respondents said things like, "Well, when we absolutely have
to, we work up a Cotswold Morris dance or a bit of clogging." These responses,
which seemed somewhat grudging, were ignored.
The survey asked which specific dances teams do, and how they learned
them. An interesting contrast between long sword and rapper teams appears.
Essentially, the long sword responses are clearer, and more definite; they seem
more likely to follow 'the book, " whatever this may be. The rapper responses are
more likely to be, "our own dance" (or, ·our own dance based on .. ."), or to be
vague , uncertain, or perhaps unconcerned about any sources that may have been
used.
After reviewing these responses, I am struck by the orderliness and clear
references of the long sword dancers, and by contrast, the lack of interest in
antecedents, and relative chaos--or creativity, of the rapper dancers. This probably
connects to another contrast between the approaches to long sword and rapper.
The long sword dances are perceived, and taught, as entire dances. Rapper is
seen and taught more as series of "prefabricated" figures, taken apart and strung
together again, to form new dances.
Forty-three responses referred to long sword dances. (Some teams
responded with more than one dance.) The most popular was Ampleforth (7),
followed by Papa Stour (5), North Skelton (4), Sleights (4), "our own" (4),
Greatham (3), Haxby (3), Flamborough (2), Kirkby Malzeard (2), Loftus (2),
Handsworth (2), and one each for Escrick, Grenoside, Askham Richard, Cumbria
(a recently composed dance), and Helmsley. Two dances, Sleights and North
Skelton, seem to be used in particular ways. That is, ·our own version" was
mentioned for each of these once; also, several teams do only a figure or two from
these dances. And finally, one respondent mentioned a dance of "unknown
location, name, [and) vintage." (It would be interesting to attempt to correlate
changes in dance choice over the years, with dances taught at Pinewoods or other
camps the previous summer.)
The most common "how or where did you learn" answers can be roughly
grouped as follows: at Pinewoods camp (17 responses), Sharp's Sword Dances
of Northern England (10), and a local dancer, teacher, or "oral tradition" (11).
Other references would typically be a potpourri of camps, workshops, traveling
leachers, "the NE [northeast) sword 'network,'" books, films, Soston Centre
classes, and the Revels. (In one case no answer was given to this question.)
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Some specific teachers appeared, among them Ivar Allsop, Andra Herzbrun
Barrand, Arthur Cornelius, Roy Dommett, Jim Morrison, Harry Pitt, and Trevor
Stone. The only books specifically mentioned, besides Sharp's, was Sir Walter
Scott's novel, The Pirate (for its description of the Papa Stour dance). And
inevitably: "From a book ((I) don't remember name").
Rapper was mentioned 25 times. Ten responses reterred to · our own
rapper dance," or words to that effect. Three teams cited Winlaton, two each cited
Westerhope or Newbiggin, one each named the tollowlng: "mostly Newbiggin,"
"based on Swalwell," Earsdon, Amble, and four simply noted "rapper" but did not
name a specific dance.
It is very hard to categorize the rapper responses to the "how and where
did you learn" question. Berea College, Mendocino Camp, and Pinewoods Camp
were mentioned twice each, and Buffalo Gap camp once; Sharp's book, four times;
EFDSS booklets, twice (SwalwelHvor Allsop's booklet?--and Ma~ory Sinclair's, on
Newbiggin), and an article in the Society's Folk Music Journal, once; and teachers
are occasionally named, including
Andreas Hayden, Alistair Brown. and Jim
Morrison. Alter that, it becomes increasingly confused: "All sources over the
years;" "books, videos, dance camps;" "traveling teachers;" "much experimentation
with own material;" "trading figures with other teams in the U.S. and England;
"filching" from a variety of sources; watching other teams on films; and both local
and visiting teachers (sometimes unnamed). Comments such as "trading- and
"filching" are reminiscent of recollections of rapper dancers and teachers from
England in the interwar period. That is, novel and ingenious figures were invented
and prized, and might be bought and sold between teams, traded, or even ·stolen.·

The team which specializes in continental European dances has used
translations (by one of its members) of published descriptions from Austria and
Czecho-Slovakia; recent films from Europe; and, for its version of the "Buffens,·
Arbeau's Orchesography. (This team has recently added an English dance,
Helmsley, taught to them by a visiting English teacher, Trevor Stone.) The two
references to the Flemish "trawantel" mention a class by Tony Barrand at
Pinewoods, and a film; one refers to a published Belgian account as well.
Arbeau's "Buffens" is mentioned three separate times, two of these referring to the
Orchesography, as the source for this Renaissance French sword dance.
5. Occasions for Sword Dancing.
I asked: how many times do you perform in a typical year? Do you
perform only for certain seasons or occasions? Please indicate typical performance
occasions for your team. The responses are somewhat hard to characterize
clearly. But certain tendencies appear: many groups present sword dances
relatively rarely, often no more than half-a-dozen times in a year, sometimes only
on a single occasion or weekend; and when a particular season or holiday is
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mentioned, it is likely to be in the winter. However. there are many exceptions.
a. How many times?
Seven of the 48 responses to this question were, once or twice in a year;
25 were three to six times (one of these was a new team, which said "six times in
past two months"); nine said, seven to 12 times; one gave no number; the other
six gave larger totals. ranging from 15 to 50. All but one of this last group are from
teams which dance a range of styles, including Cotswold Morris, so it must be
suspected that the large count does not necessarily refer only to occasions for
sword dancing.
b. Certain seasons or occasions?
In England, of course, sword dances are commonly, though not
exclusively, associated with winter, specifically with the Christmas season (for
rapper and some long sword dances), and Plough Monday (in mid-January, for
other long sword traditions).
This attitude has survived in North America, even in some of the harshest
climates where winter dancing has to take place indoors. Still, only 20 of the 48
respondents to this question mentioned that they had a special season or
occasion. Of these, one referred to Columbus Day weekend, and a second, to the
days right around Halloween (both of these are New England teams); 17 referred
to winter (or in two cases, "mostly winter"), or to specific winter holidays, namely
the Christmas season, winter solstice, the Minnesota Mumming and Sword Ale in
January, 12th Night, or Plough Monday. Three others respondents cited winter
and spring, one of these being the season from Christmas to NEFFA (the New
England Folk Festival, in late April). The other 28 respondents claimed no special
season.
c. Typical performance occasions.
I gave a list of these, and also asked respondents to add any others.
There was a very wide range, in fact the same sorts of events that other
performers of English folk dance, especially Morris dancers, tend to mention: ales,
Christmas shows, other shows and festivals, dance-outs or tours, folk festivals,
college shows, school or church shows and events, "paid gigs," medieval feasts
and fairs, break time at local contra and country dances, conventions, weddings,
nursin g homes, etc. One response was: "All of the above and then some;" another
optimistic answer was "anywhere and everywhere." Both of these seem to
characterize the total range well enough. In the case of teams that dance only on
a single occasion, it is evidently the same occasion year after year, for instance a
particular Christmas show, or another event around the winter solstice and New
Year's.
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(One question that was not Included in the survey: is your team
season-specific, i.e. do you "exist" as a team only in limited seasons? Some
sword groups seem only to exist in the winter months, with their members
participating in other, generally Morris groups, at other times.)
6. Problems, Conclusions, and Prospects.
I hope, in a few years, to do another survey of the North American sword
dancing community. The response this time (information concerning approximately
three-quarters of the surveyed teams, and completed surveys returned for over
hall) was reason ably good. I regret that the others, including some well known
groups, did not respond.
There are a number of other questions that might have been asked. For
instance, in his British l'ong sword surveys, Trevor Stone asked about work or
professions of team members. I felt that if I asked this, people woule! throw out th e
survey, as being too longl. But it would probably look much lik,e the picture
presented by Dorothea E. Hast in a recent article on New England contra dancing:
Many 01 the dancers, musicians, and callers are in their thirties and
forties ... . Although the community is more complex and dispersed [than in the
1960s-70s), with
participants engaged in a whole gamut of occupations, many
are still white, middle class, and college educated, and have similar or compatibl'e
social values.(6)
Stone also asked about distances traveled to practices. This seemed to
me to be a non-issue in North America, where people often travel for an hour or
two, one evening per week, to attend.
Another topic that deserves investigation is the music and the musicians.
Without music, there is little il anything to the dancing; yet the non-musicians rarely
seem to think very hard about it. (Witness the conlusion over inclusion 01
musicians in the survey, which was evident in many returned questionnaires.)
What tunes do we use? Are they "traditional English, ' or "our own?"(7) Where
have all the liddles and pipe players gone? Are we soon to be surrounded by a
sea of pumping melodeons? Why are there so lew drummers? And so lorth.
I had considered surveying all "Morris" teams, even those that did not
identily themselves in any forum as sword teams. After all, many groups get
asked to present a sword dance, once a year, perhaps at a Christmas (or 'winter
solstice") show. Instead, I decided 10 concentrate on the approximately 80 teams
that actually claim to have a sword dance in their repertoire, including the two
dozen or so "dedicated sword dance" teams which are listed in directories.
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Relatively few surprises have come out of this survey. No doubt serious
observers have noted, through the 1980s and into the 1990s, that our community
Is aging. While there has been a "baby boom let" over the past few years, we are
not re- stocking our ranks with young dancers, "post-boomers" now in their teens
and twenties, ready to step forward as we baby boomers (bom 1946-64, by
demograplilic definition) toddle off, bandaged, wheezing, and blurry-eyed, into our
sunset years, 10 retirement homes where we will bore the attendants with tales of
past glories an d broken swords. (To return to Hast's article on contra danCing
again, she refers to the dancing as, "Even more marginal now in relation to most
commercially packaged art ... (il] attracls, for the most part, an older crowd."(8)
That's.ill!, folks.)
There are a few school and college teams, some with significant histories,
such as the Berea College Dancers and Hillside Morris and Sword. But it remains
to be seen if any of these youngsters will ever dance as adults. Anyone
concerned abolJt the future of sword (and Morris) dancing' in North America would
be well advised both to recruit younger people, and to start school, or college
programs,
Another conclusion Is that mixed teams predominate, and women
outnumber men in the field by about nine to seven. This is remarckably different
from Britain, where women's teams are a distinct minority; not to mention the
ElJropean continent, where there do not appear to be any women's teams
performing sword dances at all. These trends, both towards mixed or jOint teams,
and towards a female majority among sword dancers, have been apparent in North
America for the last five or ten years.
Examination of the answers to questions on repertoire and occasions
leads to comments, but not to any distinct conclusions, on the adaptation of these
(chiefly) English dances to multiethnic, multilingual, highly mobile North America.
Long sword and rapper dances in England developed and thrived in specific areas,
performed by particular groups; the close association of rapper in the 19th and
early 20th centuries with mining villages around Newcastle-upon- Tyne is an
excellent, though perhaps the most extreme example.
We as North Americans--coming from a variety of (mostly European)
ethnic and immigrant backgrounds, heavily middle and upper middle class, many
college and university educated professionals--may be able to perform the steps,
ligures, and music well. But what does it "mean," in North America? In New
York's Grand Central Slation in February, Newfane Common in Vermont in May,
outside Big Ed's in downtown Toronto in September, or in the frozen, tundra-ized,
polar-bear-infested wastes of the subarctic Twin Cities in January?
This is perhaps a pointless question. The performance "means" whatever
we, and our audiences, choose it to mean. If Christmas stage shows and
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Renaissance faiFs provide appreciative audiences (and some money), line; It city
dwellers enjoy the show and drop coins or subway tokens into a hat, the dance
becomes "theirs" as well; if small town New Englanders see a dance weekend as
an occasion for soaking the city folks by selling them trinkets, this too is a valid
social statement.
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u.s.:

Holyrood (CA)
Swords of Gridlock (CA)
Maroon Bells (CO)
Angleterre (KY)
Hell's Bottom Morris (MD)
Longwood Rapper (MA)
Pinewoods Men (MA)
Keeweenaw (MI)
Midnight Rapper (NH)
Shandygaff (NJ)
Binghamton Morris Men (NY)
New Yorktown Sword (NY)
Pokingbrook Morris (NY)
Queen Anne's Lace (NY)
Kingsessing Morris Men (PA)
Westerly Morris Men (RI)
Shambles Morris & Sword (TX)
Ballard Lock Sword (WA)
Misty City Morris (WA)
Seattle Morris Men (WA)

Canada:

Vancouver Morris Men (BC)
Toronto Women's Sword (ON)

Long sword seems now to be somewhat more popular than rapper
dancing, aven though the numbers of long sword and rapper specialty teams are
almost equal. Perhaps this is because, to non-sword specialty teams, it appears
easier to work up a long sword dance more quickly than rapper. (A questionable
view, but probably based on the simpler and slower stepping, in long sword as
opposed to rapper.) It will be interesting to see if this balance shifts in the future.
In fact, in the matter of sword dancing's adaptation to North America,
perhaps the mOist encouraging sign is interesl in rapper. II seems particularly well
suited 10 modern times; fast and flashy, it is almost guaranteed to catch the
spectator's attention. Also elilcouraging, ilil a sense, is the lack of concern for
antecedents and established texts which rapper teams often dilsplay. They take
their knots, figures, and combinatiolils from whatever sources are available, or
invent some new ones (or re-invent them), and end up with "their own" dance.
This represents, in its lack of clarity and its lack of interest in anything but putting
on a good show, a true continuation o~ the tradition of sword dancing over the
centuries.
Notes
1. The survey was roughly based on ones prepared by Trevor Stone to study long
sword dalilcing in England, in 1979-89. Those results were summarized in, "Survey
of Longsword Dance Teams, 1979 to 1989," in, Rattle Up, My Boys: An
Occasional Broadsheet lor Those with an Interest in Longsword Dance, ser. 3,
issue 4 (Spring-Summer 11992). I recommend that everyone with the slightest
interest in the field subscribe to .Rattle Up.
Anyone wishing to learn more about my results, or to get copies of my
original letter and survey form, can get in touch with me directly: 1'5 Harris lane,
Harrison NY 10528; e-mail, sdcbc @cunyvm.bitnet. Again, I would be happy to
hear from more teams, even from the non-respondililg ones that I sU lTVeyed earlier.
The Morris Dancing Discussion List, an electronic mail list maintained at
Syracuse University, and owned by Tom Keays, pwved very useful in locating
teams (and nagging those who failed to respond).
The following teams did not respond, yet are not defunct, at least
according to the Directory or to e-mail informants:
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2. One Massachusetts team responded with two separate questionnaires (the
answers of which were not in complete agreement), plus an e-mail message.
3. Two midwestern teams showed a commendable conservationist spirit. They
answered using a single questionnaire (in different color inks, to avoid confusion).
4. The age data proved difficult to collate. One team did not reveal the ages of
its dancers. Others noted that their answers to this question were approximate.
Twice, the number of team members given did not agree with the number for
whom ages were provided. In a couple of cases of joint sides, with only men (or
women) performing a sword dance, the age data for the sword dancers were not
given separately in the responses. There were other problems with the age
responses, but the overall picture of the community is nonetheless clear.
5. One team in the Midwest is an "umbrella organization" for winter mumming by
three separate Morris teams. While its primary emphasis is mummers' plays, I
classed it with long sword teams. I am classing the Papa Stour Dance with
English long sword dances, as is the standard practice among North American
teams, though this does not seem an appropriate designation for this unique
dance, which has a number of features quite different from Yorkshire long sword,
as well as its own distinct history. The most comprehensive survey of the dance's
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history and the puzzles it presents is Ivor Allsop, "The Sword Dance of Papa Stour,
Shetland," Folk Music .Journal, vol. 3 (1978), nr. 4, pp. 324-42.
6. Dorothea E. Hast, "Performance, Transformation, and Community: Contra
Dance in New England," Dance Research Journal, vol. 25 (Spring 1993), or. 1, p.

22.
7. In this regard, I was once chastised by an English dancer for thinking 01
"'Marching Through Georgia" as an American tune. In the future, I will leave the
resolution of such musical questions to those more knowledgeable than I.
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TEAM NEWS

The year 1994 is a marker for many teams. We've listed below the teams we
know of who are having significant anniversaries. Have we omitted anyone? Are
teams listed below celebrating in any fashion that they would like other teams to
know about? Congratulations to all below for their tenacity, good spirit, and hearty
dancing!

THIRTY
Pinewoods Morris Men, Boston, MA

B. Hast, "Performance," p. 22.
TWENTY
Pokingbrook Morris, Albany, NY
Hollytree Morris Dancers, Victoria, BC
Greenwich Morris Men, New York, NY
Ring 0' Bells, New York, NY
The Black Jokers, Boston, MA
Marlboro Morris Men, Western Massachusetts
Marlboro Morris and Sword, Marlboro, VT
Village Green Morris, Winnipeg, MB

FIFTEEN
Mystic Garland Morris and Sword, Mystic, CT
Bouwerie Boys Morris Dancers, New York, NY
Baltimorris, Baltimore, MD
Rock Creek Morris Women, Washington, DC
Bells of the North, MinneapoliS/SI. Paul, MN
Greenwood Morris, East Lansing, MI
Half Moon Sword Dance Team, New York, NY
Black Sheep Morris, Guelph, ON

TEN
Old Castle Morris and Garland, Baldwin, KS
Middlesex Morris, Arlington, MA
Lake Effect Morris, Rochester, NY
Olentangy Motley Morris and Sword, Columbus, OH
Bassett Street Hounds, Syracuse, NY
Moreton Bay Fig, San Diego, CA

~
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TEAM NEWS
1994 Midwest Morris Ale
Prairie Waves Morris (NE) invites all who will to attend the 1994 Midwest Morris Ale to be
held May 27·30, 1994.
Anyone interested in attending can write to: SUMn Witt, 525 Cordes Drive, Papillion. NE
68046, or call Alice Love at 4021553·2562.

Kenle Bridge Clogs to Tour the US
The Kettle Bridge Clogs North West Morris team will be celebrating lis 10th anniversary in
1994. As part of this celebration, they are interested In setting up a tour in the United
States and would like contacts from American teams interested in hosting them. Please
contact:
Barbara Shipp
Kettle Bridge Clogs
White Horse Cottage
Honey Lane, Otham
Maidstone, Kent
ME158RJ
ENGLANB
(sorry, we do not have a phone or e·mail number fo, them).

Ring 0' Bells to Mark Twentieth AnnIversary

Ring 0' Bell will be celebrating twenty years of dancing on May Day. They are trying to
reach all past members of the team. Yonina Gordon has been trying to reach all past
members. Ring 0' Bells alums, if you have not heard from her yet, please contact Yonino
at:
Yonlna Gordon
Ring 0' Bells
34 Seaman Avenue #2E
New York, NY 10034·2928
2121569·4374

